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Abstract 
We show that, for a closed bicategory W, the 2-category of tensored W-categories and all 
W-functors between them is equivalent o the 2-category of closed W-representations and maps 
of such, which in turn is isomorphic to a full sub-Zcategory of Lax( W, Cat). We further show 
that, if o is a locally dense subbicategory of W and W is biclosed, then the 2-category of 
W-categories having tensors with l-cells of o embeds fully into the 2-category of w-representa- 
tions. This allows us to generalize Gabriel-Ulmer duality to W-categories and to prove, for 
W-categories, that for locally finitely presentable A and for B admitting finite tensors and 
filtered colimits, the category of W-functors from A,. to B is equivalent to that of finitary 
W-functors from A to B. 0 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18D05, 18D10, 18D1.5, 18D20 
1. Introduction 
Motivated by ring theory and computing, as explained in [4] and [ 111, respectively, 
we seek a study of W-categories with equational structure, for a well-behaved biclosed 
bicategory W. In particular, we seek a generalization of the correspondence between 
algebraic structure and finitary monads as explained for instance in [lo]. In order to 
achieve that, the fundamental abstract result we need to generalize is Gabriel and 
Ulmer’s result that for locally finitely presentable A and for B having filtered colimits, 
the category [A,, B] is equivalent to Fin[A, B], the category of filtered colimit 
preserving functors from A to B (see [3,9]). That is the main goal of this paper. 
Rather than proceed directly we adopt a more delicate route. In “Variation through 
enrichment” [13, it is shown that for each small category C, there is a bicategory W(C) 
such that, modulo mild cocompleteness, the 2-category Psd(CoP, Cat) of pseudo- 
functors and pseudo-natural transformations is biequivalent to W (C)-Cat. So one 
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may study variable categories, i.e., pseudo-functors from Cop to Cat, in terms of 
enriched categories, hence the title. We do the converse, hence our title. 
It is in the category theory folklore, well-known to Milanese, Haligonians and 
Sydneysiders, that for closed W, the a-category W-Cat, of tensored W-categories 
embeds fully into Lax( W, Cat), the 2-category of pseudo-functors and lax transforma- 
tions. Although there is an outline of a proof in the one object symmetric ase in [S, 
Example 6.7.11, there is no precise general proof in the literature. So, in Section 3, we 
provide a proof, together with some mild variants we need. Specifically, we embed 
a mild generalization of W-Cat, into Lax@, Cat), where w is a locally dense 
subbicategory of biclosed W. In the case that w = W, we identify the image of this full 
embedding as the closed pseudo-functors. For technical convenience, we express our 
results in terms of representations rather than Cat-valued pseudo-functors, but the 
two are evidently isomorphic. 
In Section 4, we use the embedding of Section 3 to generalize Gabriel-Ulmer 
duality to a duality between small W-categories with finite colimits and locally finitely 
presentable W-categories for locally finitely presentable biclosed W. This generalizes 
the definitions and the duality in the case of one object symmetric W by Kelly in [9]. 
For the purposes of this paper, we make our definitions for W-categories by trans- 
forming finitely tensored W-categories into Cat-valued pseudo-functors. In [S], we 
shall prove that these definitions agree with definitions more directly framed in terms 
of elementary concepts of W-categories. Finally, we prove the main result by moving 
from W-categories to Cat-valued pseudo-functors, then deducing our enriched result 
from the result for ordinary categories. This is a fundamentally different proof from 
Kelly’s proof for the one object symmetric case in [9]. 
In Section 2, we define our terms and state some easy results about naturality, 
representability, adjunctions, and a Yoneda lemma. The representability definition, 
although easy, seems to be new, and we found it remarkably useful. In Section 3, we 
prove our main technical result, embedding W-Cat,,, into Lax(o, Cat), or equiva- 
lently w-Rep, together with an assortment of corollaries. In Section 4, we generalize 
Gabriel-Ulmer duality to W-categories and we prove our main result. Our termi- 
nology is largely that of Street [12] unless indicated otherwise. 
2. Preliminaries 
Our generic symbol for a bicategory is W. We denote horizontal composition by 0, 
associativity by a, the identity l-cell at u by I,, and the left and right composition 
isomorphisms with the identity by I and r, respectively. W is closed if it admits all right 
extensions, i.e., if for each x : u + v and y : u + w, there exist z: v --t w and a 2-cell 
E : z @ x * y satisfying the evident universal property. W is coclosed if W Op is closed, 
and W is biclosed if it is both closed and coclosed. We denote by Lax(W, Cat) the 
2-category of pseudo-functors, lax transformations, and modifications. 
A W-representation L consists of a family (Lu)uPObW of categories L,, functors 
@:W(u,u)xL,+L”:(x,z)HXOl 
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(called the action), and natural isomorphisms 
~l:l+I,@l, ZEL, 
and 
cl& : x 0 (Y 0 I) -+ (x 0 Y) 0 1, 
for which 
are commutative diagrams. 
Notice that 
a I 
a (2.1) 
(2.2) 
also commutes as follows by the argument of Kelly [6, Theorem 7, p. 4001. 
If W is small with respect o Cat, a W-representation is a pseudo-algebra for the 
pseudo-monad W x - on [ObW, Cat] defined by 
((Wx -)L),= 1 W(u,u)xL,. 
ucObW 
A map (Jf^): L + L’ of W-representations consists of a family f=&: L, -+ L: 
of functors together with natural transformations (called the comparison) 
~=j;u,:xOfuI-fv(xOI)(x~W( u, u ren erm commutative the diagrams )) d . g 
x 8 (y @fZ) a’ (x 8 y) @J f2 
(2.3) 
1 1 
f(x @ (Y @ 0) - 
fa 
f((x @ Y) @J 0 * 
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We call a W-representation map strong when its comparison is an isomorphism. 
A W-representation 2-cell 0: (f;f^) * (g, a): L -+ L’ is a family of natural trans- 
formations 13 = 19, : fu -+ gU such that 
(2.4) 
commutes. 
It is easy to see that the 2-category W-Rep of W-representations i isomorphic to 
Lax(W, Cat). However, the spirit is different. In the one object case, if W is small with 
respect o Cat, a W-representation consists of a category with equational structure, so 
an example of the analysis of [2], whereas an object of Lax(W, Cat) consists of 
a category together with a family of endofunctors. Second, although the correspond- 
ence is trivial here, if one generalizes from a bicategory W to a tricategory T, the 
relationship between representations and Bicat-valued trihomomorphisms is not so 
easy, so we find it convenient to keep the distinction clear at this easier level of 
generality. Third, some of our results are simpler in terms of representations, while 
others are simpler in terms of pseudo-functors. 
Finally, we define a W-category A to consist of a set ObA, a function 
e: ObA -+ ObW, for each a, b E ObA, a l-cell A(a, b): ea + eb and 2-cells 
j, : I,, * A@, a) and kbc : 4, c) 0 &a, b) a A(a, c) subject to the evident three con- 
ditions. A W-functor F: A --P A’ consists of a function F: ObA + ObA’ such that 
e’F = e, and a-cells Fab : A@, b) 3 A’(Fa, Fb) subject to the evident two conditions. 
A W-natural transformation q : F =E- G : A + A’ is an ObA-indexed family of 2-cells 
Q:I,, =z- A’(Fa, Ga) subject to the evident condition. This data, with the evident 
composition, forms a 2-category we denote by W-Cat. Note that this is not the same 
as Street’s definition [12]; to obtain his from ours, one must reverse 2-cells. The reason 
is ultimately because he has A(a, b) from eb to ea, whereas we prefer A(a, b) to go from 
ea to eb. [So W-Cat is Street’s WoP-Cat, since ( )‘P: (W-Cat)“” + WoP-Cat is an 
isomorphism.] 
For an object u of W, we denote by A/u the W(u, u)-category determined by those 
a such that ea = u, and we say informally that a lies over u. Supposing W is closed, we 
denote by WU the W-category for which an object over v is a l-cell from u to U, 
and with W “(x, y) determined by closedness of W. Note that W” is Street’s P+(u). For 
any W-category A and a E ObA with ea = u, there is an evident W-functor 
A(a, -) : A --t W ‘. A W-functor is representable if it is W-naturally isomorphic to such 
A(a, -). The function 
W-Cat(A, W”)(A(a, -), F) + W(u, u)(l,, Fu): 19 H (&)(ja) 
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is a bijection natural in a and F. We call this fact the Yoneda lemma although it is 
weaker than that of Street [12, p. 2711. 
The relationship between W-naturality and mere naturality is delicate, especially 
when W is not biclosed. So we take care to distinguish the two. For instance, for 
closed W and W-category A, composition p&c: A(b, c) @ A@, b) =S A@, c) is W- 
natural in c, extranatural in b and natural in a. Of course, W-naturality is stronger 
than mere naturality. 
However, if W is biclosed, there is a bijection between adjunctions S-l T : B + A in 
W-Cat and isomorphisms B(Sa, b) E A@, Tb) that are WoP-natural in a and W- 
natural in b. A W-functor T : B + A has a left adjoint if and only if A(a, T -) : B + W” 
is representable for all u and for all objects a over U. In elementary terms, T has a left 
adjoint if and only if there is an object Su of B over u and a 2-cell q : I, * A(u, TSu) 
such that composition with q induces an isomorphism of l-cells B(Sa, b) * A(u, Tb) 
for all b. 
In a similar vein, observe that for mere closed W, the criterion for a W-natural 
transformation n: F 3 G may be written as 
A (a, b) 
F 
t A’(Fu, Fb) 
G 
I 
A’(Gu,Gb) 
A’(LW 
) I 
A’(m.1) 
A’(Fa, Gb). 
(2.5) 
3. From W-categories to o-representations 
Let W be closed and let o be a subbicategory of W. We say a W-category A has 
tensors with l-cells of o if, for all objects U, u of o, the W-functor W”(x, A(u, -)): 
A + W” is representable for any x E O(U, V) and a in A/u. Fixing a representation r,,_ 
with representing object x 0 a and unit q, we see, by Yoneda and W-naturality of 
W”(f, -) and A(g, -) for arrows f of W(u, u) and g of (A/u),, that there is a unique 
way of making - 0 ? a functor from O(U, v) x (A/u), to (A/& such that <,,_ is natural 
in x and a. 
We assert that A is an o-representation with A,, = (A/u), and action given by the 
various representing objects x @ a. Associativity CI and identity 1 are given by Yoneda: 
A(/Z-‘, -) is the composite of the W-natural isomorphisms 
A(u, -) + W “(I,, A(u, -))% A(& @ a, -) 
and A(a, -) is the composite of the W-natural isomorphisms 
A((x 0 y) @ a, -) 5 W”(x @ y, A(u, -)) + W”(x, W”(y, A(u, -)))m 
W”(x,A(yOa, -))5-1,A(xO(yOa), -). 
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A (1’8 1-‘,l) 
Fig. 1. 
Concerning coherence for 1, in Fig. 1, I commutes by naturality of 5 in x, II by 
naturality of 5 in a and III by definition of 1. Moreover, it follows, by coherence in W, 
that the triangle obtained upon applying W (u, w)(y, -) to IV commutes o that, by 
ordinary Yoneda, IV commutes too. 
Concerning coherence for a, in the diagram in Fig. 2, I-III commute by various 
naturalities, while IV commutes because, as follows by coherence in W, the pentagon 
obtained by applying W(w, s)(r, -) to IV commutes. 
Our assertion confirmed, we require some observations: if, under the ordinary 
representation 
50 = W(% 4(L, 0: A”b 0 a, b) + W(u, 4(x, 4% w, 
~+I+J then the composite 
xJ-L4(a,x@a)A(l,flA(a,b) (3.1) 
is J: More generally, suppose F : A + A’ is a W-functor, where A’ = (A’, c’, q’) too has 
tensors with l-cells of w. Then u is the composite 
x@Fa”-F(xQa)zFb, (3.2) 
P being defined by commutativity of the square 
x 4 t A’(Fu, x @ Fa). 
9 
I 
A’(1, b) 
A(a,x@cz) 
, I 
F 
A’(Fa, F(x @ a)). 
For the proof, observe that Fig. 3 commutes. 
(3.3) 
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A(Kx@y)~b~a,b) - W’((.dy) @z,A(a.b)) - W’(x@ y, W’@,A(a.b))) 
I / / 
0 a. b)) 
W”kW”Cy, W’(z, A(a,b)D) --t W”(x, W”Cy, A@ @ a,b))) 
w9l.acz,l,, 
Fig. 2. 
F_\ A’(Fa, F(x C3 a)) 
Fig. 3. 
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Our next observation we state as 
Lemma 3.1. With the above notation and assumptions, suppose that a, b, c are objects of 
A over u, v, w respectively and let x E o(v, w), y E w(u, v), p E W(v, w)(x, A(b, c)), and 
q E W(u, v)(y, A(a, b)). Then, the image of 
x@y P@4~A(b,c)@A(a,b)~A(a,c) 
under 5;’ is 
Proof. It suffices, by commutativity of Fig. 4 to show that (the perimeter of) Fig. 5 
commutes. In this diagram, since the triangle in the lower left commutes by (3.1), it 
plainly suffices to show the hexagon in the upper left commutes and, tensoring it withy, 
we are reduced to showing that Fig. 6 commutes. But, I commutes by extranaturality of 
q, II commutes by (3.2), and III and IV commute by naturality of composition in A. 0 
Continuing, we claim that for F and P as before, f is the comparison for F as a map 
of o-representations A + A’. For this, we need to know that 
Wu,v)(x,A(a,bN 
I 
t; 1 1 t; , x E o(u,v) (3.4) 
A&@ a,b) 7 AL(F(x@ a), Fb) h 
A;(FJ) 
A& @ Fa, Fb) 
commutes; but this is merely a restatement of the fact Fig. 3 commutes. 
W(U,W~@Y+WWN ’ W(u,w>(x,W’(~,A(~,c))) 
Fig. 4. 
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AW @ 4) 
A(y@~u,x’W~u))----+ 
A(129 
A(y&z,n@b)- A(Y@‘u,c) 
W”(y,A(b,xQW @A(u,b)) 
W’(lAU,~) @ 1) 
W”(W 
t W”(YA(U, c)) 
Fig. 5. 
To verify the coherence, first consider Fig. 7. Since the triangle in the lower 
left commutes by preservation of units, and commutativity of the triangle above 
it follows by definition of A’, we see that q’ equalizes both legs of the innermost 
triangle; that is, (FL- ‘)P = A’- ‘. Then consider Fig. 8 in which the two legs are, of 
course, equal. Using Lemma 3.1, we get that the clockwise leg transforms into the 
composite 
by (3.4), while the counterclockwise leg transforms into the composite 
(XOy)OFa”‘-:xO(yOFa)‘~E:x(F(y~u)~~(x~(yOa)), 
by (3.2). This verifies the coherence and, hence, our claim. 
Next, we claim that a W-natural transformation n: F * G: A -+ A’ is, at the same 
time, an w-representation 2-cell. Indeed, this is a consequence of the fact that, by 
extranaturality of y’, (2.5), and the definitions (3.3) of @ and G, q’ equalizes both legs of 
the inner rectangle in Fig. 9. 
Lastly, to show our construction is 2-functorial, it is clearly sufficient to show 
that composition of arrows is preserved. So consider IV-functors F: A + A’ and 
F’ : A’ -+ A”. Then the comparison for F’F is the composite 
x 0 F’Faz F’(x @ Fu)= F’F(x @a). (3.5) 
But this is just F’;‘F since, in (the commutative diagram) Fig. 10, the clockwise leg of 
the perimeter is the image of (3.5) under 5:. 
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A(b, x CM) @A(u,b) 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. I. 
\ 
A(y~u,~~(y~u))~A(u,y~u) 
P 
+A (a,x@(y @UN 
F@F 
1 
F 
I 
A’(F(y03’u,F(x@(y@u)))@A’(Fu, F(y@a)) 7 A’VWW’(Y @4)) 
Fig. 8. 
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A’(Fa,x@Fa) P 
A’(l,F) 
A’(Fa, F(x @a)) 
A’(l,l’8’n) A’&@ 
A’(Fa,iBGa): A’(Fa,d(x@a)) 
/ 
A’(1.6) 
A’@, 1) 
\ 
A’@, 1) 
A’(Ga,x@Ga) 
/ 
‘1’ 
A’(l, 6) 
t A’(Ga, G(x@a)) 
\ 
G 
1 I 
:@a) 
Fig. 9. 
tl 
I, 
X ) A”(F’Fa,x @F’Fa) 
I 
A”(l, I”) 
- A” (F'Fa , F’(x 63 Fa)) 
A”(l, F’8) 
A’(Fa, F(x@a)) 7 A”(F’Fa, k’F(x 63 a)) 
Fig. 10. 
Summarizing, if we denote the full sub-2-category of W-Cat determined by those 
W-categories having tensors with l-cells of o by W-Cat,,, and the 2-functor we have 
constructed by K,, we have proved 
Theorem 3.2. For any subbicategory o of a closed bicategory W, K, is a locally faithful 
2-jiinctor from W-Cat,,, to co-Rep. 
We now show that K, is fully faithful if either o = W or W is biclosed and o is 
“locally dense”. 
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A full subcategory X of a category Y is dense if the functor 
Y + Cat(XoP, Set) : y k-+ Y (J - , y) 
is fully faithful, where J is the inclusion of X in Y. We call a subbicategory o of 
a bicategory W locally dense if, for each pair of objects U, v of W, o(u, v) is a full dense 
subcategory of W(u, v). 
Lemma 3.3. Zf w is a locally dense subbicategory of W, W is closed and x 0 -preserves 
pointwise jointly epimorphic families, for every l-cell x of co, then K, is fully 
faithful. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, it is enough to verify local injectivity and surjectivity on 
objects and local fullness. Local injectivity on objects is an immediate consequence of 
commutativity of (3.4) and local density of o. For local surjectivity on objects, given 
W-categories A and A’ having tensors with l-cells of w and an w-representation map 
F : A + A’ with comparison @, we seek to define a W-functor F : A + A’ by defining it 
on horns by commutativity of (3.4) (using local density of w). Because 
I 
y&A’(Fa,y@Fa) 
A’(l,& 
- A’(Fu,F(y@a)) 
I I I 
f 
1 
A’(Lf@U 
1 
A’& F(f@lN 
xvA’(Fu,x@Fa) T 
tt 
A’(Fu,F(x@a)) 
A’& 0 
commutes for any y E CO(U, v) and f E W(u, v)(y, x), our choice of F leads directly, via 
local density of w, to commutativity of (3.3). In particular, local surjectivity on objects 
will follow once we verify the W-functor axioms for F, which we do next. 
Compatibility of F with units is trivial. To establish compatibility of F with 
composition consider, for fixed objects a, b, c of A over u, v, w, arrows 
p E W(v, w)(x, A(b, c)) and 4 E W(u, v)(y, A(a, b)), where x and y vary over all appro- 
priate l-cells of o. Now, the collection of all such p is jointly epi, as is the collection of 
all q’s, by local density of o. Therefore, by the assumed properties of 0, it follows that 
the collection of p 0 q’s is jointly epi too. So all that is needed is to demonstrate 
equality of the composites 
x @ y% A(b, c) @ A@, b)& A@, c)+ A’(Fa, Fc) (34 
and 
x @ y= A(b, c) @ A(a, b)% A’(Fb, Fc) @ A’(Fa, Fb)A A’(Fa, Fe). (3.7) 
But, Fig. 11 is a commutative diagram, by the coherence for the w-representation map 
F, naturality of fi, and (3.2) (since we know (3.3) commutes). By Lemma 3.1, the top 
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Fig. 11. 
x 
\ 
f 
\ 
A(a,b) kA’(Fu,Fb) 
A’(G;, Gb) A’(B A’(Fu-, Gb) 
Fig. 12. 
row of this commutative diagram is the image under lb-’ of (3.7), while, using the 
definition of F, the image of (3.6) is the bottom row. 
It remains to establish local fullness. For this, consider W-functors F, G : A -+ A’ 
and an w-representation 2-cell 8 : F 3 G. By local density of CO, it suffices to confirm 
that the legs of Fig. 12 where x is any suitable l-cell of CO, are equal. But, under CL-‘, 
the legs become 
x@FuLF(x@u)%FbzGb, 
x@Fu~x@Gu~G(x@u)%Gb; 
and these are equal, by coherence for 0 and naturality of 8. 0 
Theorem 3.4. If w is a locally dense subbicutegory of a biclosed bicategory W, then the 
2-jiinctor K,: W-Cat,,, + o-Rep of Theorem 3.2 is fully faithful. 
It is immediate from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that a W-functor F : A + B preserves 
tensors with l-cells of w if and only if K,(F) is strong as a l-cell of W-representations. 
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So if we denote by W-Cat,,, and w-Rep,,, the locally full sub-Zcategories of W- 
Cat,,o and o-Rep determined by these, we have 
Corollary 3.5. K, induces a fully faithful 2-functor W-Cat,,, + w-Repstg. 
Observe that o-Repsts is isomorphic to Psd(w, Cat), the 2-category of pseudo- 
functors and pseudo-natural transformations. This corollary has been mentioned by 
R.F.C. Walters in the Sydney category seminars. 
Returning to Lemma 3.3, observe that in the proof, only once did we use the 
assumption that x @ - preserve jointly epimorphic families, and even then, we only 
applied it to the collection of all 2-cells from y to A(a, b), where y lies in w(u, 0). If 
o = W, this condition is trivially satisfied by appeal to the identity 2-cell. So it follows 
from the proof of the lemma that we have 
Theorem 3.6. If W is closed, the 2-functor Kw : W-Cat,, w + W-Rep of Theorem 3.2 is 
fully faithful. 
It is Theorem 3.4 that we shall use in the next section, but first we can identify the 
image of a mild restriction of Kw. By the remarks of Section 2 about adjunctions and 
representations, if W is biclosed, one may express the condition that a W-category 
A has tensors with l-cells of W by the statement hat A(a, -):A + W’ has a left 
adjoint for each a. However, if W is merely closed, the latter statement is stronger. So 
we will say A is tensored if each A(a, -) has a left adjoint, and we will denote the 
corresponding mild restriction of Kw by K: W-Cat, + W-Rep. Of course, if W is 
biclosed, K and Kw agree. 
For an example, observe that WU is tensored, with tensors given by composition in 
W. So we may regard W” as a W-representation, with action given by composition. 
Naturally, W” is in this fashion a W-representation whether or not W is closed. As we 
have seen, the W”, collectively, play the role of the V-category Y in the theory of 
categories enriched over a monoidal closed category V. 
We will say that a W-representation L is closed if for all u, 2) E Ob W and 1 E L,, the 
functor - 0 1: W(u, u) + L, has a right adjoint. It follows from [7, Theorem 1.5, 
p. 2641, and may easily be verified directly, that L is closed if and only if 
- 0 1: WU -+ L has a right adjoint in W-Rep. This is because a family of right 
adjoints - 0 1 i L(1, -): W (u, v) + L, lifts uniquely to an adjunction in W-Rep. In 
terms of Lax(W, Cat), a pseudo-functor L: W + Cat is closed if for all u, Y E W and 
x E L,, the functor (L -)x: W(u, v) + L, has a right adjoint. We denote the full sub-2- 
category of W-Rep determined by the closed representations by W-Rep,,. 
With this, we can assert 
Theorem 3.7. If W is closed, K induces an equivalence of 2-categories W-Cat, --, 
W-Rep,, . 
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Proof. It is immediate by the definition of K on objects that K factors through 
W-Rep,,, as - 0 a is left adjoint to A(a, -). So it suffices to show that K is essentially 
surjective in W-Rep,,. Given a closed W-representation L, define a W-category by 
(L/u),, = L, and L(1, m) = L(1, -)m where m E (L/u), and - 0 l-1 L(l, -): L, + W(u, II). 
Identities and composition correspond under these adjunctions to, respectively, the 
I-’ : I, 0 I+ 1 and the composite 
(L(m, n) 0 L(l, m)) 0 l-2 L(m, n) 0 (L(1, m) 0 I)* L(m, n) 0 m”_ n, 
where E denotes evaluation. It is routine to verify that this structure does form 
a tensored W-category and that K sends it to an isomorph of L. IJ 
It follows from the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.7 that we have 
Corollary 3.8 For a closed bicategory W, the left unit law in any tensored W-category is 
redundant. 
We shall use the following corollary in the next section. 
Corollary 3.9. Suppose W is a biclosed bicategory and A is a W-category having tensors 
with a locally small and locally dense subbicategory o of W. Suppose, for all objects u of 
W, (A/u), has all small colimits and x Q - preserves them whenever x is an arrow of 
CO with source u. Then A is tensored. 
Proof. We denote by J the inclusion pseudo-functor of w in W and otherwise retain 
the foregoing notation. Since A,( = (A/v),) is cocomplete and J,, : w(u, v) + W (u, u) is 
fully faithful, we may extend the functor - 0 a : o(u, v) -+ A, (a E A,) to a functor, say, 
- o a on W(u, u); explicitly - o a is LanJ,,(- @ a) with unit 1. In particular, 
x o a = cofm x’ 0 a = colim((J,,J x)3 w(u, u) = A,) 
for every x E W(u, v), where (JUUix) is the comma category of objects J,,,-over x (so 
f runs through arrows x’ -+ x of W (u, v) for x’ E o(u, v)). Consequently, - o a is a left 
adjoint of A(a, -): A, --f W (u, v), since there is a sequence of natural isomorphisms 
A,(x 0 a, b) z Cat(o(u, v)Op, Set)(W(u, u)(J,, - ,x), A,(J,, - 0 a, b)) 
z Cat(w(u, vYp, Set)(W(u, 4(J,,, - ,4, W(u, v)(J,, - , Ata, W) 
z W(u, v)(x, A(a, b)): 
the first isomorphism is the canonical map arising from the formula previously 
displayed, the second is gotten by applying to, and the third is just density of O(U, u) in 
W(u, 0). 
Thus, - o a is cocontinuous. Also, by density of O(U, v), 
x = coym x’ = colim((J,, 1 x) -+ w(u, v) & W (u, v)). 
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So x o - : A, --t A, is cocontinuous as well. We conclude, applying the functor 
coym - and using biclosedness of W, that there is an essentially unique (closed) W- 
representation of the form (A,, o, 1, a2 in which a”x,y,a = a+,,0 for any suitable l-cells 
x’, y’ of w. But, this W-representation, viewed as a W-category via the pointwise 
adjunction - o a -I A@, -), is A, simply because its composition must be given by the 
composite 
A(b, c) @ A(u, b)= W”(A(u, b), A(u, 4) 0 A(u, b) + A(u, 4. 
Hence, A is tensored, by Theorem 3.7. 0 
4. Gabriel-Ulmer duality for W-categories 
Denote by Rex the 2-category of small categories with finite colimits, functors that 
preserve finite colimits, and natural transformations. Further, denote by Lfp the 
2-category of locally finitely presentable categories, functors that have filtered colimit 
preserving right adjoints, and natural transformations. Then, Gabriel-Ulmer duality 
may be expressed as a biequivalence 
Rex + Lfp 
given on objects by T H Lex( T Op, Set). This induces a biequivalence 
Psd(o, Rex) -+ Psd(o, Lfp). (4.1) 
We seek to draw this result back to W-categories, and to draw back the associated 
result that for lfp A and for B with filtered colimits, 
[A/, B] %’ Fin[A, B], 
the equivalence given by composition with the inclusion J : A, + A, where Fin [A, B] 
denotes the category of filtered-colimit-preserving functors from A to B. 
In order to do this, we require the following definitions. 
Definition 4.1. A biclosed bicategory W is locally finitely presentable if, for each 
a, u E ObW, W(u, u) is locally finitely presentable and 
(1) I, is finitely presentable for all u, and 
(2) if x : u --f u and y : u + w are finitely presentable, then so is y 0 x. 
In the one object symmetric case, this definition agrees with that of Kelly [9]. We 
will denote by W, the locally full subbicategory of W determined by the finitely 
presentable objects of each W(u, v). Observe that W, is a locally small and locally 
dense subbicategory of W. We will abbreviate K,,: W-Cat,,,, + Lax(Wf, Cat) by 
K, : W-Cat,, + Lax( W,, Cat), and we will say a W-category hasJinite tensors if it has 
tensors with all l-cells of W,. 
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Definition 4.2. A W-category A that has finite tensors is 
(1) finitely cocomplete if K,A factors through Rex, 
(2) locally Jinitely presentable if K,A factors through Lfp, 
(3) jifiltered cocomplete (or A has filtered colimits) if K,A factors through Filt, the 
2-category of categories with filtered colimits and functors that preserve them. 
A fuller discussion of these definitions will appear in [S], in particular replacing 
them more directly in terms of W-categories. However, we remark now that Defini- 
tions 4.2(l) and (3) appropriately generalize Street’s definition of cocompleteness for 
a W-category [12]. Moreover, if W is one-object symmetric, it follows from various of 
Kelly’s results in [9] that our Definitions 4.2(l) and (2) agree with his, and that 
Definition 4.2(3) amounts to a filtered cocomplete V-category with finite (and hence 
all) tensors. That Definition 4.2(2) agrees also follows by Corollary 3.9. 
Given lfp A, we will denote by A, the full sub-W-category of A determined by the 
finitely presentable objects in each (A/u),. By definition of locally finitely presentable, 
for each x:u + u in W,, x @ - :(A/u)~ -+ (A/& has a right adjoint, so sends (A/u),/ 
into (A/v),J (see [9]). So A, is closed under finite tensors in A. 
We will say that a W-functor F: A -+ B between finitely cocomplete W-categories 
preserves finite colimits if it preserves finite tensors and for each u, (F/u),: 
(A/& -+ (B/z& preserves finite colimits. This is equivalent, by Corollary 3.5, to the 
statement that I+(F) lies in Psd(Wf, Rex). We will denote the induced sub-2-category 
of W-Cat by W-Rex. Similarly, let W-Lfp denote the sub-2-category of W-Cat 
determined by the lfp W-categories and those W-functors with right adjoints G that 
preserve filtered colimits pointwise, i.e., (G/u), preserves filtered colimits for all u. Since 
left W-adjoints preserve tensors, a W-functor F : A + B lies in W-Lfp if and only if 
Kf(F) lies in Psd(Wf, Lfp). Finally, we will say that a W-functor F: A --t B between 
W-categories with filtered colimits preserves jiltered colimits if each (F/u)~ does, 
equivalently, if K,(F) lies in Lax(Wf, Filt). We will denote by W-Cat,(A, B) the full 
subcategory of W-Cat(A, B) determined by those W-functors that preserve filtered 
colimits. 
With these definitions, we have 
Theorem 4.3 (Gabriel-Ulmer duality for W-categories). If W is an Ifp bicategory, 
W-Rex is biequivalent to W-Lfp, with biequivalence given by (4.1). 
Proof. It suffices to show that the biequivalence (4.1) restricts on objects to W- 
categories. Given lfp A, we have shown that A, is closed under finite tensors in A, 
hence lies in W-Cat,,. Trivially, K,(A,) = (KfA)f. 
For the converse, let T be a finitely cocomplete W-category. The objects of 
the corresponding lfp W-category A are determined by (A/u),, = Lex((T/&, Set). 
Any a E (A/u)~ is a filtered colimit colimiai of a diagram factoring through (T/u),. 
Define A(a, b) to be limi colimj T (ai, bj). Then A is automatically lfp and KfA 
is as desired. 0 
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In [S], we will give a more direct construction yielding this biequivalence. For our 
final result, consider 
Lemma 4.4. Let W be biclosed and co be a locally small and dense subbicategory of W. 
Let A and B be W-categories having tensors with l-cells of co and suppose that, for every 
u E ObW, (A/u)~ is lfp, (B/u), admits filtered colimits, and x @I - : (B/u)~ + (B/v)~ 
preservesjltered colimits for each x in w. Then, ifAr is closed in A under tensors with 
l-cells of co, the inclusion of A, in A induces an equivalence 
W-Catf(A, B) 1: W-Cat(A,-, B). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, given a W-functor G : A, + B, the following diagram depicts 
a l-cell in w-Rep: 
Now, applying the result [9, (7.6), p. 261 in the special case of ordinary categories, we 
obtain a family of finitary functors, say, H: A0 + BO. Next, applying the 2-dimensional 
property of this result for ordinary categories to the two functors from (AJ& to 
[o(u, ~),(B/u)~] found by applying the adjunction w(u, u) x - i [w(u, v), -1 to the 
above diagram, we obtain a 2-cell 
Mw) x (A/4,, IXH ’ Mw) x (B/h 
8 
I 
uf2 
(A/u), H 
,I 
@ 
(Bh% 9 
using the hypothesis on x @ - to ensure that the functor (B/u)~ + [o(u, u), (B/v),] 
corresponding under the adjunction to @ : o(u, v) x (B/u), + (B/v), preserves filtered 
colimits. It is routine to verify, by several applications of the 2-dimensional property 
of the result for ordinary categories, that (H, fi) is a l-cell in w-Rep and that the 
composite of (H, 8) with inclusion of A, in A forms with (G, G) an invertible 2-cell in 
w-Rep. Therefore, applying Theorem 3.4, we have the result. q 
Our main result follows immediately from our definitions: 
Theorem 4.5. Let W be an lfp bicategory, let A be an lfp W-category and let B be 
filtered cocomplete. Then the inclusion of A, in A induces an equivalence 
W-Catf(A, B) N W-Cat(Af, B). 
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This does not quite generalize the whole of Kelly’s result for one object symmetric 
W in [9], because we have a mildly stronger condition on B and because he can 
express his result as an equivalence of V-categories 
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